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A helicopter tour of the Grand Canyon with a picni, $ 550, Las Vegas

Seller Info

Universe Travel & Business

Universe Travel

Universe Travel & Business

Travel company, tour operator in the USA since 2023.

The company's agents and employees have experience in

tourism since 2008.

The main activities:

- Package tours to the USA, excursions, transport and other

travel services.

- Individual and group tours in Florida and the USA.

- Drawing up individual routes and programs.

- Reception and service groups.

- Organization of corporate events, seminars, conferences,

exhibitions.

- Booking hotels, cruises, airline tickets.

- Concierge services.

- Providing ITBP platform B2B + B2C

Universe Travel

& Business

Nov 30, 1999

+1 (347) 217-7878

ETG-USA

+1 (347) 217-7878

+1 (347) 217-7878
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United States
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Listing details

Common

PRICE: $ 550

DESCRIPTION: This tour - a great opportunity to hold one of the most memorable days in your

life. The limousine will take you from the hotel to the helicopter parked. Flying

to the Grand Canyon takes a few minutes and then you will see what will never

be available to tourists coming to the canyon to cars and buses. The helicopter

will rush right over the cliffs and rocks, rises high above the Great Lakes Mead

and at low altitude fly up to the famous Hoover Dam, will hang in the most

beautiful places, fly slowly along the bed of the Colorado River, and then

descend to its shore. To give you time enough to enjoy the stunning views and

picturesque panoramas, on one of the sites of the canyon romantic picnic will

be organized for you.

Posted: Jun 29, 2016

Location

Country: United States

Region: Nevada

Departure city: Las Vegas

Pricing

BOOKING:

PRICE IN A PUBLIC GROUP

calendar

Important

WHAT IS INCLUDED:: Включена доставка на лимузине из отеля в Лас Вегасе и обратно

NOT INCLUDED:: Еда

Additional
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